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A MODEL FOR POLLUTANT CONCENTRATIONS DURING SNOW-MELT 

By S. HIBBERD 

(Department of Theoreti cal M echanics, University of Nottingham, Nottingham NG7 2RD, England ) 

ABSTRACT. In recent years ex tcnsi\"c measurements of pollutant concen
tratio ns \·v ithin the environment have been mad e over \'Veslcrn Euro pe 
fo llowing reports of unusually high pollution levels within rive rs and lakes, 
especia ll y arter the start of the spring melting period . A simple model is 
presented to desc ri be theo reti call y th e pollutant efflux within the first frac 
ti ons of melt wate r released from a snow· pack a t the start of the melting 
seaso n . The domin ant fea tures included are the appearance of a wave-fran t 
as head ing the unsa turated now of melt wa ter and the polluta nt dispersion 
arising from th e interact ion of th e now with the porous stru cLUre of th e 
snow-pac k a nd molecula r d iffusion. Computed results a re shown describing 
the evoluti on of pollutant concentration profi les in th e first run-off stage 
from a snow-pack subjected to an appli ed uniform surface hea ting. 

R ESUME. Ulle modllisatioll des concelltralions ell pol/uallls au COliTS de lajusioll de 
la IIcige. Au cou rs des dcrniercs annccs, de nombreuses mcsures de concen
trations en polluants dans I'e nvironneme nt sur to ule l'Europe de !'Ouest, 
montrent des pollutions anorma lement C1evees dans les ri vieres et les lacs 
spccialement apres le debut de la periode de fu sion nivale printan iece. On 
presente un modele simple pour decri re thcoriquement les Au x de pollua nts 
dans les premieres emissions d 'eau de fonte issues d 'un e masse de neige au 
debut de la sa ison de la fu sion . Les fa ilS domina nts mis en evidence sont 
I'a ppariti on d 'une vague frontal e en tele de J'ccoulemcnt non sature d'eau 

INTRODUCTI ON 

Polluted snow generally contains a gre~t many im
puriti es which may arise from natural sources, deposi
tion of loca lly created contaminants, or from long
range sources of pollutants transported within the 
upper atmosphere. During the winter any contaminants 
contained within the precipitation, or deposited later 
onto the snow surface, are accumulated over a period 
of time within the snow-fields and transmitted to 
water channels only in the spring when the snow melts. 
The impact of collected contaminants on the local en
vironment is intensified by this melting process 
since pollutants held initiall y within a snow-pack are 
not released at a uniform concentration corresponding 
to their bulk concentration, but are released with 
significantly higher concentrations within the first 
melt water . A typical melt curve obtained by 
Johannessen and others (1977) is reproduced as 
Figure 1 and shows the concentrations of a number of 
chemi cal impurities expressed relative to their bulk 
concentrations. The interact ion of the snow-melt pro
cess with any pollutant concentration initially held 
within the snow-pa ck is therefore critically important 
in evaluating the impact of chemical contaminants 
accumulated over the winter periorl on the environment . 

General studies of the movement of impurities 
within a liquid flow throug h a porous medium have been 
extensively orientated towards investigating the re
distribution of fertilizers or transport of a tracer 
within a soil (Kirda and others, 1974). Reviews of 
the theories of water infiltration through a soil 
have been given by Philip (1970), Wooding and 
r~o rel- S eytou x (1976), and Parlange (1980), whilst a 
revi ew of the spreadi ng encolJntered by a tracer 
within a flow through a porous medium (hydrodynamic 
dispers ion) was given by Bear (1972) . Percolation of 
melt water throug h a snow-pack at the start of the 
melting season can be described by using the theory 
established by Co l beck (1972, 1974) and Co l beck and 
Davidson (1973). A dominant physical feature associa 
ted with the first influ x of pe rcolating water into 
an unsaturated porous medium is the appearance of a 
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de fonte et la dispersion du poll uant iss ue de ('in teraction de l'ecoulem ent 
avec la struc ture poreuse de la neige e lla diffusion moleculaire. Les resuita(S 
calcu les decri vent I'evolution des proflls de concentration non polluants 
dans les premiers s lades de !'ecoulement depuis une masse de ne ige soumise 
a un n!chauffem ent uniforme en surface. 

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG. Eill Model! jur die KOI1<.el1tratiol1 VOIl Verschmul<. ul1gen 
wiihrend der Sclmeeschmehf. Als Folge van Berichten uber eine ungewohnlich 
hohe Verschmutzu ng in Flussen und Seen, besond ers nach Beginn der 
Schmelzperiode im Fruhja r1 wurden in den lclzren J ahren in \,Vesteuropa 
ausgedehnte M essungen der Verschmutzu ngskonzentrati on im Umfeld 
vorgcnommen. Zur theoretischen Beschreibung des Schmutzal1sflu sses in 
der emen Schmeizwasserspenden aus d e r Schncedecke bei Beginn der Sch
melzpe ri ode wird ein einlaches Modell vorgeslellt. Als wichtigste Er
scheinungen werd en darin das Auftretcn einer \Vcllenfront vor dem 
unges3 ttigten Fluss van Schmelzwasser und die Verschmulzu ngsd ispersion 
als Folge d er W~ch seiwirkung des Flusses mil der porosen Struktur der 
Schneedecke sowie die molekulare Diffusion berucksichtigt. Es werden Re
chenerge bnisse vorgefUhrt , welche d ie Entwicklung van Profil en der Ver
schmutzu ngskonzen tration im ersten Stadium des Abf1 usses aus einer 
Schneedecke, di e einer gleichmiissigen Erwarmung an der Oberflache aus
gesetzt ist, aufzeigen . 

moving saturation wave-front, across which the level 
of water saturation changes abruptly . Application of 
the theory for tracer movement ha s been made hy 
Col beck (1977) to obtain an elementary solution by 
neglecting any hydrodynamic dispersion and consequently, 
all the tracer is convected within the interstiti al 
pore water movement. Bressler (1973) included dis
persion effects in computed solutions for the dis
placement of a chemical solute from a soil by percola
ting water, but this used a numerical technique which 
only approximates the motion of the saturation wave
front formed . 

A theoretical description involving all the di
verse phYSical aspects which could affect the release 
of a chemical pollutant within the run-off from a 
melting snow-pack is a formidable task. Consequently, 
to enable a more modest and tractable calcu lation 
for the initial pollutant concentrations to be made, 
a mode l is presented which is based only on the domin
ant physical features affecting the redistribution of 
pollutant. The simplest, yet physically realizable, 
snow-me lt situation arising from a uniform surface 
melting is evaluated in detail so that theoretical 
predict ion s can be readily obtained and compared 
with known experimental results. This theory is 
readily extendihle to mo re complex flow situations 
ar i sing from a differential heating or diurnal melting 
which results in the formation of more than one 
saturat ion wave-front, hut such solutions would 
require more extensive computat i on . 

SNOW -ME L T MOD EL 

Impur iti es withi n a snow-pack may either be 
associated with the formation of snow-f lakes in the 
atmosphere or else from dry deposition onto the snow 
surface . A recent report by Se ip (1978) suggests that 
ove r most parts of Norway the dry deposit i on of 
pollutant i s relatively sma ll and that the large r part 
of impurities trapped in seasonal snow -pa cks is 
assoc iated with formation of the ice crystals. The 
type of ice formed for snow under normal conditions 
does not readily include impurities bound within the 
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ice crystals and any such concentration m~y subse
quently be reduced in the process of melt-met amo r phism . 
Thus pollutants held in a seasonal snow-pack at the 
sta rt of the me l t i ng season are most l i kely to be con
tained with the interstitial water content existing 
at the grain boundaries and to have an initial concen
tration which i s app roximate ly uniform with depth . 

As noted earlier, the princ i pal flow feature 
which emerges from the unsaturated flow of melt water 
through a snow-pack i s the deve l opment of a satura
tion wave-front which either leads the percolating 
water, as in the case of the first influx of melt 
water, or else arises from within subsequent diurnal 
f1uxes of melt water . Initially, any pollutant re
mains held within the pores of the snow-pack until 
released by the arrival of t he first wavefront, ann 
afterwards the pollutant becomes mixed within the 
melt water . Movement of the wavefront is well known 
to be governed by the condition of continuity of 
liquid mass across the front . A similar argument of 
continuity of so l ute across the front must al so hold, 
which must t hen re l ate the l evels of pollutant con
centrations on either side of the front. Once con 
tained with i n t he percolating l iquid any po l lutant is 
convected with the melt water but is also subjected 
to two major dispersive effects modifying the convec
ted po l lutant concentrations. Chemical properties of 
the pollutant give rise to molecular diffusion whilst 
the presence of the pore structure gives rise to a 
mechanical dispersion of the pollutant . Analysis of 
these phenomena are given by Slattery (1972) and Bear 
(1972) who show that the total dispersive effect on 
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the pollutant concentrat i on can be readily described 
by a modif i ed form of Fick's law. Owing to the 
mechanical dispersion of pollutant originating from 
the dynamic interaction of the percolat i ng liquid with 
the ice matrix, the coefficient of dispersion will 
depend strongly upon the interstitial pore velocity. 
At high melt rates the effect of the mechanical dis
persion may be several orders of magnitude greater 
than molecular diffusion, in which case the elution 
of po l lutant is expected to rlepend only slightly on 
the chemical species, and this is in part observed in 
the typical melt curves displayed i n Figure 1. 

At the start of the melting season any applica
tion of heat to the surface of the snow-pack causes 
melti ng confined to a surface layer of snow, pro
ducing melt water which then percolates into t~e re
mainder of the snow- pack . This surface layer requires 
a treatment which must inc l ude temperature effects 
such as gi ven by Ob1ed and Rosse (1977) to determine 
details of melt water released. Below this surface 
laye r an isothermal pe r co l ation theory is applicable 
if we assume that the bulk of the snow-pack is mature. 

GOVERNING EQUATIONS 

A one-dimensional theory for water percolation 
through a homogeneous snow- pack has been reviewed by 
Co1beck (l978). This theory uses Oarcian flow con
cepts app1 ied to a gravity-dominated f1 ow together 
with an experimentally determined relationship that 
links the flux of percolating water to the local 
value of water saturation held within the ice pores . 
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Fi g . 1 . ReLat ive concentpati ons experimenta LLy measured 
i n t he pun-off f r om a poLLuted snow (fpom Johannes s en 
and othePB, 1975) . VepticaL bars denote the ex tent of 
porrutan t concentrations i n the fi rst f pactions of 
mert water. 
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JournaL of CLaoioLogy 

Under typical fair-weather melting conditions the 
volume flux of melt water can be described by a re
lationship of the form 

Q (1 ) 

where S is the effective water saturation as intro
duced by Col beck and Davidson (1973) who also give 
typical values for tne constant k and the exponent n. 
Combining the experimental result given by Equation 
(1) with the usual equation for mass conservation 
yields the equation 

as k 
+ o (2) 

at* <P(l-Si) az* 

to determine S, where z* measures the depth into 
the snow-pack, t* the elapsed time, <p the poros-
ity, and Si the irreducible liquin content of the 
snow-pack. Continuous solutions of Equation (2) are 
readily obtainable, but are severely limiten in use 
due to the formation of saturation wave-fronts form
ing within the flow which must be given a separate 
treatment. If at an initial instant an abrupt volume 
flux of liquid is applied to the top of an otherwise 
undisturbed snow-pack then a wave-front will develop 
immediately to separate the imposed saturation level 
from the initial level. The speed v* of a wave-
front and the percolation velocity u* at the wave
front are determined from the requirement that across 
the moving discontinuity in saturation levels the 
mass of migrating melt water must be conserved. 
Applying this criterion gives that 

k S~ - S'2 
v* and 

(3 ) 
k sn 

u* 
<p (l-Si) S + 8 

where 8 = Si l(l-S i) and S+, S _ are the saturation 
values directly behind and preceding the wavefront. 

In general the addition of a second liquid phase 
within the calculation considerably increases the 
difficulty in descrihing the flow processes. Simpli
fication is gained however by noting that most liquin 
pollutants present within a snow-pack consist of a 
weak solute held within the melt water. Defining the 
concentration of a pollutant species as c (volume of 
pollutant per unit volume of melt liquid) the volume 
flux of solute J comprises a flu x Qc, arising from 
convection with the solvent, and modified by the 
action of hydrodynamic dispersion. In the analogous 
problem of saturated flow through soil, the flux due 
to hydrodynamic dispersion is well established (see 
e • g. Be a r, 1972) and 1 ea d s to an eq u at ion for the 
solute flux of the form 

J = Qo - D* 
az* 

(4) 

where D* is the dispersion coefficient. For an un
saturated flow, Equation (4) can be monified by in
clusion of the local saturation level whilst the flux 
of melt water Q is given by Equation (1). Expression 
of a solute mass balance then yields the equation 
governing solute concentrations as 

[
ao 

(s + 8 ) - + 
at* 

ac ] u* -
az* az* 

ao J + 8) D* - • (5) 
az* 

If the flow is taken as saturated then Equation (5) 
reduces to the familiar dispersion equation, whilst 
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if the saturation is held constant behind the wave
front then Equation (5) is equivalent to the equation 
used by Bressler (1973). Solution of the solute con
centration equation is coupled to the liquid conserv
ation equation (2), which therefore must be solved 
either beforehand or in conjunction with Equation (5). 

Across any saturation wave-front a solute mass 
balance must be achieved simultaneously with that of 
the liquid. Denoting the pollutant concentration . 
di rectly behi nd the front as c+ and the concentratlon 
preceding the front as 0_, the balance condition which 
must be satisfied is given by 

(6) 

Within Equation (5) the quantities Df and ut refer to 
the values of the dispersion coefficient and inter
stitial liquid velocity compatible with a saturation 
level S+ and D~ and u: are similarly defined from a 
saturation level S_. Development of saturation wave
fronts within the percolating liquid flow separates 
regions of continuous changes in liquid saturation. 
These regions also become the regions of continuous 
variations in solute concentrations as governed by 
the partial differential equation (5). The solute bal
ance condit ion (6) thus provi des an i nterna 1 boundary 
condition to link regions of continuous solute vari
ation across a wave-front. 

Noting that the effective saturation S and the 
solute concentration 0 are both non-dimensional 
quantities, it is convenient for the purposes of a 
general study to introduce further non-dimensional 
variables. Denoting the total depth of the isothermal 
core of the snow-pack as L*, then a non-dimensional 
depth and time a re gi ven by z ann t defi ned by 

z* pR,gkt* 
(7) z = - and t 

L* 

where PR, and llR. are the density and viscosity of 
the melt water. Other corresponding non-dimensional 
quantities must then be given by 

v = (l-Si )W*lk, u = (I-Si )<pu*lk , 
(8) 

D = (l-s i )D*lkL*, 

where V, u, and D denote the non-dimensional wave
front speed, percolation velocity, and dispersion co
efficient. Such a formulation allows a general study 
of the resulting pollutant redistribution without re
course to the intricate details of a specific experi
ment which may only be found by inference. 

Writing the governing equation in terms of the non
dimensional quantities, the liquid continuity equation 
becomes 

+ - 0 
at az 

and the solute continuity equation is then 

ao ac 
- +u
at ax (S + 8) az 

[(S + 8)D ::] • 

(9) 

(10) 

The region occupied by the isothermal snow-pack is 
taken to have an upper surface specified by z = 0 ilnd 
the base of the snow-pack is therefore given as 
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z ="1. In non-dimensional form the wave-front speed 
is given by 

srt - s:!. 
v 

whilst the solute balance condition which must be applied across any wave-front becomes 

(11) 

ac+ 
V [(s + + Il le + - (s _ + Il le _ ] = stc+ -s~c_ + (s + + Il)D + - -

az 

(12) 

UNIFORM MELT-WATER PERCOLATION 

The simplest experimental situation is obtained by subjecting the surface of an otherwise undisturbed snow-pack to a constant heat flux. Outside a surface layer of snow, the effect of the applied heating is to produce a uniform percolation of melt water headed by a saturation wave-front. All the pollutant is taken to be held initially within the irreducible water content at a concentration ci which will be signifi
cantly higher than the more easily measured bulk pollutant concentration Co (volume of pollutant per unit volume of snow-pack). The relation between these two quantities is straightforwardly found as 

(1 - 4» Ps 
c i /c 0 = 1 + (13) 

4>S i Pi 

where Ps is the bulk density of the snow-pack and Pi the melt-water density. This relative concentration factor would be expected in the run-off if the melt 
water were produced from any relaxation of the capill ary retention force or if the effect of percolating melt water is to simply disr1ace the irreducible water content . The exceptional case with no interstitial mixing corresponds to the convection theory of 
Co1beck (1977) which, although it has the advantage of analytic results, has only a limited range of app 1 i cabil ity. 

Taking the interior of the initially undisturbed snow-pack as possessing a constant porosity and irreducible saturation level, then the initial effective saturation level is zero and the pollutant is held 
at a uniform concentration ci within the initial water content. Correspondingly these give constant values to flow quantities preceding the first saturation wave-front which penetrates into the snow-pack, and, due to uniform melt-water release, the effective saturation level S behind the wave-front will remain constant. Figure 2 shows schematica11y the liquid flow problem and its solution. The saturation wavefront moves with a constant speed V = Sn-l and 
separates the undisturbed region of the snow-pack from the region contain in g melt water percolating at a uniform rate u = sn/(s+Il). No melt water will 
be released at the base of the snow-pack until the time of arrival of the wave-front given by t = V-I. 
After this time, melt water will be released from the snow-pack at a uniform rate. At the base of the snow-pack, accumulation of melt water may form ~ 
layer of saturated snow which will drain by a 1~tera1 flow along the snow-soil interface, or else percolate through the underlying soil. In this study a freely draining base is assumed so as to model the recorded 
experimental studies. 

Once the basic liquid flow has been established, evaluation of the resulting pollutant concentrations can be considered independently. With conditions of uniform melting imposed, the resulting constant sat-

Hibberd: PoLLutant concentrations during snow-meLt 

Uniform saturation Si 
z = 0 

Snow-pack surface 

S1f 
:J = -~--

effective saturation S 

V = sn- 1 
I. Slturatlon wave-front 

s = 0 

C = ci 
Snow-paCk base 

.a = Vt 

.a = 1 
Fig.2. Non-dimensionaL fLow description corresponding to an imposed uniform saturation Si at the snow

pack surface. 

uration level behind the moving wave-front ensures a constant value for the dispersion and percolation 
velocity. Redistribution of the pollutant behind the moving saturation front is given by Equation (10) which must be solved within a varying spatial region given by O<z<vt. For times before the saturation 
front reaches the base of the snow-pack, pollutant is transferred from a captive state, held within the irred ucible water content, to within a higher saturation level and convected towards the base of the snow-pack. Across the saturation front the solute concentration behind the front is related to the initial solute concentration by the balance of solute condition 

e + 
(s + 8 )D ae 

at z Vt, (14 ) 
az 

on evaluating the general expression (12). After the saturation front has reached the base of the snow-pack all the pollutant has been released by the percolating melt water and the solute balance condition (14) must be replaced by a condition specified in accordance 
with the physical melt-water run-off geometry. The subsequent pollutant redistribution is given by the solution of the solute conservation equation (10) within a fixed region of calculation. Assuming the base of the snow-pack to be freely draining results in all the solute carried by the percolating liquid 
near the base being simply convected within the liquid phase. Consequently the condition which must be imposed on the solute equation at the base of the snowpack corresponds to a continuity with solutions in which D = 0 in z>l, i.e. that 

ac ae 
+- o as z 1 for t > l/V • (15 ) at az 

At the surface of the snow- pack we assume that no pollutant is introduced within the volume flux of 
liquid resulting from melting . It is inconsistent 
with the model to impose a condition of zero pollutant concentration at the top surface since any pure melt water introduced into the snow-pack would immediately become mixed with the initial solute concentration. Hence the condition which must be applied at the uppermost surface is that no flux of solute is introduced, i.e. 

ae 
uc - D -

az 
o on z O. (16 ) 
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cc 
uc - D -= 0 

CZ t v-1 

z = 0 
cO cc cc2 

u - D --
CZ cz2 

I 

wave- f ront ' 

s = 0 

c = Ci 

no melt liquid released melt l i quid 
z = 1 

cc cc 
Freely drawing base - + u - = 0 

z at CZ 

Fig . 3. Space- time diagram showing t he mathematicaL 
f'or muLat i on to determi ne the soLute concentration 
c( z,t ) . 

The complete theoretical formulation governing the 
variation of pollutant concentration is summarized 
by Fi gure 3. 

CALCULATION OF POLLUTANT CONCENTRATIONS 

Even for the simplest problem of uniform melting, 
analytic solutions describing the resultant pollutant 
concentration s are not ava i lable and so computed 
solutions are presented. Numerical res ults are dis
cussed in the next section, but certain aspects of 
the flow ca n be best understood from an analytic study 
of the problem in which only slight surface heating 
is applied. At very low melt rates the effect of 
mechani cal dis persion is small and provided molecular 
diffusion effects are also small then any hydrodynamic 
di spersion might be ne gli gible . Under these circum
stances the solute concentration equation reduces to 
the first-order equation 

cO ac 
+ u - = 0 , (17) 

at az 

whi ch can be readily solved using the method of 
characteri stic s . Characteristic directions for the 
solute concentrations are given by 

= u and along whi ch o (z , t ) = constant . (1 8) 
dt Stj! 

Behind the wave-front the pe rcolation velocity i s 
con stant and so the paths of characteristi cs within 
a space-time diagram are straight lines . Since the 
parameter B is positive, all the s lopes of the 
characteristics are less than the s lope repres entin g 
the path of the wave-front . Figure 4 shows the 
pattern of characteristics beh i nd the wave-front which 
consist of two distinct sets, one set of characteris
tics ar i ses from the surface of the snow-pack whilst 
the other set originates from the wave-front . Follow
in g from the characteristic relation given by 
Equation (1 8), along any characteri sti c the value of 
the solute concentration i s con stant and equal to it s 
value, either at the snow- pack surface, or immediately 
behind the wave-front . The dividin g chara cteri sti c i s 
given by z = ut and correspond s to the extent of in 
f i ltration of mel t water into the drai nin g snow-pack 
which ar i ses from the snow-pa ck surface . Without the 
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C = 0 , 8 t 
z = 0 -t:~~,-..;;:--~--.c-~-~-~----

z 1 

Saturati on 
wave-front 

z = 

o = 

no melt l i qu i d released 

1 i nes 

C = 0i I C = 0 

t = y- l t ,. 1[1 

Fig . 4 . SoLution for t he concentration c(z , t) on using 
the method of oharacteristios in the case of negLig
ibLe di spersion (oonvection theory) . 

inclusion of dispersion effect s , the surface con
dition (16) reduces to simply c = 0 which determines 
the value of the solute concentration associated 
with all characteristics originating from the snow
pack surface . At the wave-front the solute balance 
condition (14) yields that c = c i everywhere directly 
behind the front, and suhsequently predicts that 
o(z,t ) = c i everywhere within the region of the 
snow-pack given by ut < z ';;; Vt . Interpreted 
physi cally, the effect of the imposed flux of pure 
water is to displa ce all the initial solute and water 
mi xture, whi ch is initially held by capillary reten 
tion, ahead of the pure water. At the ba se of the 
snow-pack all the solute would be released with a 
t i me t = u -1-v-1 = BS -n and at a relative 
concentration fa ctor ci /c o given explicitly by 
Equation (13) . For a typical snow-melt situation 
this corresponds to all the solute heing released 
within approximately the first 5-10% of snow melted 
and at relative concentration factors of 10-20, which 
is clearly in disagreement with the experimental 
findings . The asymptotic behaviour for the special 
case of large values of the dispersion is given by 

c 
o . 

az 

Integration gives immediately that 

cc 
D = a (t ) .c i ' say , 

az 

and hence 

c a (t ) 
z + y (t ) in O';;; z ,;;;vt , (19 ) 

c i D 

wh e re the two parameters a( t ) and y(t ) are independ
ent of space variation and are determined from the 
two boundary conditions specified by Equations (14) 
and (16) . Eva luating these variables gives that 

a = [ Vt/D + (S+8)2J/ sn - l and 

y a (S+B)/Sn , 

whi ch in the l imit of large values of D gives a pre
di ct i on of the ma xi mum decrease in relative pollutant 
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concentration attainable from dispersion effects as 

a/ai = 6/(S+6). (20) 

Detailed predictions for the development of the solute concentrations within a melting snow-pack when 
dispersion effects cannot be neglected are only 
available from a numerical study. Numerical tech
niques for solving the solute concentration equation are well established (see, e.g. Crank, 1975) however, in the snow-melt situation a complication arises in that at first a varying region of integration must be used. A solute mass-balance relation provides a boundary condition for the solute equation which must be applied on the moving boundary of the region of integration. As soon as the wave-front reaches the base of the snow- pack the region of integration remains fixed and the freely draining bottom condition given by Equation (15) must be applied. Initially the region of calculation behind the wave-front has zero width and thereafter expands to cover the whole snowpack. During the initial stages of development there is difficulty in applying a numerical integration 
routine and so initially a local series expansion was used . 

RESULTS 

The experimental results shown in figure 1 of Johannessen and others (1977), and the experimental results of other authors, do not give sufficient details of the bulk physical properties associated 
with the snow samples used to allow a detailed evaluation of the theory presented . Theoretical results are therefore displayed covering a range of values for the principal snow properties and flow velocities which could be considered as typically measurable 

Hibbepd: PoLLutant conaentpations duping snow-meLt 

during the early spring melting period . Lemme1a (1973) reports that the irreducible residual water content of a mature snow-pack is typically within the range 2-3% per unit volume, whilst the melt-water content of a seasonal snow-pack reaches a maximum of approxi mately 5% per unit volume . In laboratory experiments these values may be significantly higher, due to the 
possibility of a more intense and sustained surface heating than can be applied naturally during the 
early spring melting. 

The dependence of the coe fficient of hydrodynamic dispersion upon the interstitial melt-water velocity is complicated by the dispersion phenomena arising 
from two different physical mechanisms. Co l beck (1977) reports some unpublished findings to suggest that for unsaturated flow through a snow-pack, D* = u*d*, where d * is a typi ca 1 pore size. I n terms of the nondimensional formulation this gives a value 

D (21) 
5 + ~ L* 

indicating that the coefficient of dispersion will in general depend upon the level of melt-water saturation and on the dimensions of the snow-pack. 
Detailed computer solutions are presented in Figure 5 to determine the development of the pollutant concentration profiles held within the percolating melt liquid behind the advancing saturation wave-front. The calculated pollutant concentrations are shown relative to the initial interstitial pollutant concentration c i but can be readi 1y compared to the 

much more easily determined bulk pollutant concentrations on using Equation (13). In the limiting case of no dispersion we obta in a convection theory in 
which no mixing of the imposed flux of melt water 

t = l/v 
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Fig .5 . TheopeticaL deveLopment of concentpation ppofiLes behind the satupation wave -fpont for diffepent 
vaLues of the dispersion parametep . 

D = 0; D = 10-5 ; D = 10-'+ ; D = 10-3 • 
Satupation parameters are taken as S = 0 . 05 and 6= 0. 05 . 
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and the irreducible water and pollutant content 
occurs . Consequently the applied melt water, has a 
well-defined leading edge and all the interstitial 
mixture must move ahead of this melt water. No dilu
tion of the polluted water content occurs and so the 
initial relative concentration remains unaltered by 
the percolation process and is collected between the 
wave-front and the leading edge of the imposed melt 
water flux . With a small coefficient of dispersion 
specified, mixing takes place mainly at the mutual 
interface as formed by the convection, but the 
concentration gradients behind the wave-front are 
not suff i ciently large to reduce the solute concen
t ration levels immediately behind the wave-front . As 
the dispersion parameter is increased, denoting a 
stronger mixing process, the dispersion mechanism 
becomes efficient enough to produce a concentration 
gradient behind the wave-front and consequently, as 
a result of the solute balance condition (14), this 
must influence the value of the po l lutant concen 
tration found immediate ly behind the wave-front . In 
this case more of the pollutant is held by the porolJs 
structure of the snow-pack, and diluted by the pure 
melt water rather than simply convected with the 
average inte rstitial po re velocity . Further increase 
in the value of the dispersion parameter produces a 
decrease in the pollutant concentrations found im
mediately behind the wave-front with correspondingly 
more pollutant mixing within the pore structu re . 
Figure 5 shows the profile development with the satur
ation parameters taken as S = 0 . 05 and ~ = 0.05, which 
approx imately corresponds to a snow-pack in which 
the irreducible saturation level is 1.5% volume, and 
with an i mposed melt-water content of approximately 
3% per unit volume . 

The value of the pollutant concentration directly 
behind the wave-front as it reaches the base of the 
snow-pack is of particular importance, since this 
determines the level of pollutant concentration with 
the first fraction of run-off . Figure 6 records the 
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Fig . 6 . variation of the relative pollutant concen
tration c/ci within the first melt liquid from 
a snow- pack on changing the dis~ers~on ~rameter D. 
The initial irreducible saturat~on ~s g~ven by 
~ = 0.05 . 
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variation of this first concentration of pollutant 
with changes in the coefficient of hydrodynamic dis
persion. Results are displayed for a variety of im
posed liquid saturation levels between S = 0. 01 and 
S = 0.1, with relative concentration factors shown 
against values of the dispersion parameter D plotted 
on a logarithmic scale . With a value of D below 
10-5 , in both sets of results shown, the relative 
pollutant concentrations remain unaltered from their 
interstitial values, whereas for values of D above 
0.1, the concentration levels as predicted by the 
asymptotic result (20) are reached . On increasing 
the value of the saturation, and therefore the flow 
rate, a larger dispersive mechanism is requi red to 
provide any marked change in the relative concentra
tion, but ul timately a stronger dispersive mechanism 
produces a much reduced relative concentration . In 
the case of low flow rates, with s< 0.01, a very 
small amount of dispersion will affect the first 
fraction of pollutant but does not change the concen
tration significantly for any va l ue of the di spersion; 
in the limit of decreasingly small flow rates the 
convection theory result of no initial pollutant 
concentration reduction from its interstitia l value 
is recovered . 

In Figure 7 the calculations are extended to pro
vide a prediction for the distribution of pollutant 
concentrations present in the run-off. This is 
accomplished by equating the mass of liquid calcula
ted as flowing through the base of the snow-pack with 
the amount of the snow-pack which would have been re 
quired to melt in the physical situation . This simu
lation is obvious ly not accurate once significant 
melting has taken place since the snow -pack character
istics wi 11 ha ve changed radically, but for reasons 
outlined earlier such a procedure is likely to be 
fairly accurate near the start of the melting period. 
Superimposed on the me l t curve are the vertical bars 
shown in Figure 1 which denote the extent of the 
measured pollutant concentration distribution in the 
melt run-off . Provided t hat sufficiently high dis 
persion is produced by the melt water, Figure 7 
clearly shows that the experimentally observed efflux 
of pol l utant from a snow-pack can be modelled. 
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Fig . ? Comparison of theoretically calculated pollut
ant concentrations with the experimental results of 
Figure 1 . Snow parameters are taken as S = 0. 05, 
~ = 0.05 and c i /c 0 = 10 . 18 . 
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Results of the snow-melt model appear to be in 
agreement with the available experimental studies, 
however two aspects require further comment . First 
the percolation of melt water is not a homogeneous 
process; melt water often follows preferred channels 
through the snow-pack rather than percolating down 
wards as a uniform front of water. Such inhomogenei
ties will cause pollutant and melt water to penetrate 
the snow-pack more quickly within the preferred 
channels, resulting in an earlier and less abrupt 
start to the melt-water run-off. The second aspect 
concerns the value for the coefficient of hydro
dynamic dispersion . Theories for hydrodynamic dis
persion are well proven for the saturated flow of 
liquids through porous media, but many results for un
saturated flow must be obtained by direct inference 
from the corresponding results for the saturated flow. 
Correspondingly the prediction for the dispersion co
efficient given by Equation (21) may need modifica
tion when used for the highly unsaturated flow con 
ditions typical within a melting snow-pack. 
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